
INSTALLATION 198 4555IC26-001E
Supersedes 4555K26-001D

TYPES AB-16, 30, AND -40
SINGLE -PHASE AND POLYPHASE WATTMETERS

(TAUT-BAND SUSPENSION)

INTRODUCTION
These instructions cover the installation of the Types AB-16 , -30 j and -40

single- and polyphase wattmeters. The wattmeters are rectangular-pattern, switch-
board instruments designed for flush mounting. The moving systems are supported by
thin metallic hands which practically eliminate friction and make the instrument re-
sistant to shock, The instruments , as supplied , are intended for use on the circuit
specified by the customer.

Two-element wattmeters are supplied for use on balanced or unbalanced two-phase,
three-wire or four-wire circuits and on balanced or unbalanced three-phase, three-
wire circuits , A modified two-element wattmeter is furnished for use on three-phase
four-wire circuits.

i REMOVE POWER FROM CIRCUIT MEASURED BY THIS INSTRUMENT BEFORE RE-
MOVING COVER. SCALE PLATE , POINTER , AND ELEMENT ASSEMBLY MAY BE
AT HAZARDOUS VOLTAGE LEVELS.WARNING

A rating plate on the back of each wattmeter , lists the instrument catalog num-
ber , instrument rating, and other important data. If the instrument is to be used on
a circuit of higher voltage or current value than that stamped on the rating plate ,
an instrument transformer (or transformers ) of the ratio indicated must be used.
When the circuit exceeds 625 volts , a current transformer , as well as a potential
transformer , must be used for insulation purposes. A current or potential trans-
former , if used , must have a frequency rating which corresponds to that stamped on
the Instrument rating plate.
UNCALIBRATED SCALES

Check for accuracy at full scale , stickiness, etc. Failure to do so will place
warranty in jeopardy. Do not touch the pointer or moving system while removing cover
and scale because of the possibility of unbalancing the element ,
CALIBRATING WATTS

The value of calibrating watts (indicated CAL. WATTS on the rating plate ) is
the power required for full-scale deflection of the instrument pointer when connected
in the calibrating circuit without current or potential transformers.

In the calibration of all wattmeters , it is customary to use a single-phase ,
unity-power-factor source. During calibration of a two-element wattmeter , the po-
tential terminals are connected in parallel across the single-phase circuit and the
current terminals are connected in series. The deflection of the polyphase instru-
ment is then the sum of the outputs produced by the two elements.

These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations In equipment nor to provide for every possible
contingency to be met in connection with installation, operation or maintenance. Should further Information be
desired or should particular problems arise which are not covered sufficiently for the purchaser' s purposes, the
matter should be referred to the General Electric Company,
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4555K26-001 TYPES AB-16, -30, AND -40 SINGLE-PHASE AND POLYPHASE WATTMETERS

BURDEN DATA
Effect-
ive

Resist-
ance
in Ohms

Induct-
anceImped-

ance
in Ohms

Volt-
Amperes

in Power
FactorHenries VarsWattsDescriptionType

120-volt, 60Hz Potential Circuit
27T7o6oJm7ooo’ 0,038 0,037 0.720,053503Single-phaseAB-16,-30,

-40 &
60Hz Current CircuitPolyphase*

Wattmeters
5 amp* 3

0,33 0 1 . 00,330,013 00,013 /'

When a wattmeter is intended for high-power measurements requiring the use of

a transformer (or transformers), the scale is usually graduated in terms of primary

power, and therefore, the transformer ratio must be considered.
The following formulas give the relation for calibrating watts when the instru-

ment is calibrated on a single-phase system as described above:

For a single-phase instrument,

full-scale wattsCalibrating Watts - CT ratio X PT ratio

3-phase and 2-phase instruments,For 3-wire
full-scale watts

Calibrating Watts 53

CT ratio X FT ratio X 2

For 4-wire, 3-phase instrument,

full-scale watts
CT ratio X PT ratio X 4Calibrating Watts =

INSTALLATION
MOUNTING

See Fig. 1 and 2 for dimensions. Complete all wiring on the switchboard before

installing the instrument. Supporting studs are provided for mounting the wattmeters',

on the switchboard. Mount the instrument in a level position.
It is advisable to keep transformers and wires carrying heavy currents as far

as possible from all indicating instruments.
When no current is flowing through the instrument, the pointer should indicate

If the pointer does not indicate zero, correction should be made by insert-zero,
ing a small screwdriver in the zero set screw (located at the front of the instru-
ment) and turning until a zero indication is obtained.
TERMINAL CONNECTIONS

The connections for single-phase wattmeters are shown in Fig, 3.
for polyphase wattmeters are shown in Fig. 4 through 6.

Connections

CARE MUST BE EXERCISED IN HANDLING HIGH-VOLTAGE WIRES WHEN IN-
STALLING INSTRUMENT ON SUCH CIRCUITS.

The numbers in the. appropriate connection diagrams correspond to the numbers
stamped on the Instrument terminals, (NOTE: The terminal numbers in Fig. 3 through

Fig. 6 are stamped on the ends of the terminals. The letters shown in Fig, 2 iden-
tify relative positions of terminals for the various types of instruments.

*
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4555K26-001 -30, AND -40 SINGLE-PHASE AND POLYPHASE WATTMETERSTYPES AB-16,

SINCE DANGEROUS VOLTAGE WILL DEVELOP IN THE OPEN-CIRCUIT SECOND-
WINDINGS OF ENERGIZED CURRENT TRANSFORMERS, DE-ENERGIZE THE
TRANSFORMERS BY SHORT-CIRCUITING THE SECONDARY WINDINGS BEFORE
DISCONNECTING OR CONNECTING INSTRUMENT TO TRANSFORMERS.

WARNING

POLARITY MARKINGS OF TRANSFORMERS
Connect the wattmeters to the transformers with the polarities indicated in the

applicable connection diagram, regardless of the physical location of the transform-
er terminals.
GROUNDING INSTRUMENT CASES

The cases of wattmeters which are used with instrument transformers should be
connected to the grounded side of the secondary circuits of such transformers.
No. 12 Awg copper wire is suitable for this purpose. Grounding connections from
the grounded side of the secondary circuits to earth should be made in accordance
with the National Electric Code.

f %
X.. )

PRINCIPI.ES OF OPERATION
The single-phase wattmeter (shown in functional-schematic form in Fig. 7) has

a self-contained, solid-state transducer which produces a d-c output current pro-
portional to the applied watt-signal input. The transducer uses an analog multi-
plication means of measuring known as the "squaring" method based on the equation:

“ 4EI
where E is the voltage and I is the current of the measured power source.

The quantity (E + I) is measured by means of a diode-bridge circuit on the
first half cycle of the wave form of the source being measured, and the quantity

(E - I) is measured on the second half cycle. Both quantities are applied to a
squaring circuit consisting of parallel-connected diodes and resistors connected
in a bridge circuit. The subtraction of the two-squared terms In the above equation

is made by the diode-bridge circuit. That is, during the first half cycle of the
measured power source, the total d-c current flow represents (E + I) and during

the second half cycle the total d-c current flow represents (E - I)2 because of
the diodes in the bridge. The milliammeter is connected in the potential input
circuit and measures the difference between these two half-cycle currents which, in
turn, is proportional to the wattage of the measured source of power. (NOTE: Phase
relationships are purposely omitted in this section in order to acquaint the reader
with only the basic principles of operation.)

The measurement of 3-wire, 3-phase power is made by the use of two transducer
circuits connected in parallel. In this system the milliammeter measures the sum
of the two transducer output signals. The sum of the two transducer output signals
is proportional to the total 3-wire, 3-phase power being measured. (See Fig. 8.)

The 4-wire, 3-phase wattmeter contains two transducer circuits connected in
parallel, also, but the third line current is used as an additional input to both
transducer circuits to provide an output signal proportional to the 4-wire, 3-phase
power being measured. (See Fig. 8.) This is called a "two-and-one~half element"
method of measurement »

REPAIR AND CALIBRATION
If the instrument needs repair, or a check of its calibration is desired, ob-

tain shipping instructions from the nearest General Electric sales office. Pack
the Instrument carefully in a nest of shredded newspaper or spongy-type packing
and send it to the instrument service facility specified by the sales office.

(E + I)2 - (E - I)2

MAINTENANCE
To clean AB-16 and -30 plastic windows, wash in soap and water, ng,fc

chemical cleaners *
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4555K26-001 TYPES AB-16 , -30 , AND -40 SINGLE-PHASE AND POLYPHASE WATTMETERS
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DIM/'A"DESCRIPTION DIM."B" DIM.."A" DIM /'B"2-wire, 1-phase, wattmeter
3-wire , 3-phase wattmeter

8, 75"
8.75"

C ,D ,R,S
A,B ,*K,*L,
*M,*N,*R ,*S
A ,B ,*F,*K ,*L,
*M,*N ,*R ,*S ,W

5.25"
5.75"

4.328" 5.32"
5.82"4.328"

4-wire , 3-phase wattmeter 8.75" 5.75" 4.328" 5.82"
*Insul.ated Terminal

Fig. 2 * Dimensions , Types AB-16 , -30, and -40, Single-phase and Polyphase Wattmeters »
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4355K26-001 TYPES AB-16 , “30 j AND -40 SINGLE-PHASE AND POLYPHASE WATTMETERS
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Connections for polyphase wattmeters for 3-wire, 3-phase, and 3-wire
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Fig. 5. Connections for polyphase wattmeter for 4-wlre , 2-phase circuits.
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Fig. 7 o Functional schematic diagram of single-phase wattmeter .
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Fig 0 8. Functional Schematic Diagram, Polyphase Wattmeters o
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